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Early visual experience
and face processing

Adult-like expertise in processing face
information takes years to develop1 and
is mediated in part by specialized corti-

cal mechanisms2 sensitive to the spacing of
facial features (configural processing)3. Here
we show that deprivation of patterned visual
input from birth until 2–6 months of age
results in permanent deficits in configural
face processing. Even after more than nine
years’ recovery, patients treated for bilateral
congenital cataracts were severely impaired
at differentiating faces that differed only in
the spacing of their features, but were nor-
mal in distinguishing those varying only in
the shape of individual features. These find-
ings indicate that early visual input is neces-
sary for normal development of the neural
architecture that will later specialize for con-
figural processing of faces.

For face recognition, subtle differences
in the shape of specific features (featural
information) and/or in their spacing (con-
figural information) must be encoded. We
created two sets of faces that differentiated
configural from featural processing4 (Fig.
1a, b). We asked 26 normal right-handed
adults to view the faces from each set binoc-
ularly to decide whether they were the same
or different when upright and inverted.
Adults were equally accurate in differentiat-
ing faces from the two sets in their canoni-
cal upright position (Table 1). Inverting the
faces decreased adults’ accuracy for the con-
figural but not the featural set, consistent
with previous findings4,5.

We used these stimuli to test face pro-
cessing in 14 patients (6 male; 13 right-
handed; 11 caucasian) born with a dense
central cataract in each eye that prevented
patterned stimulation from reaching the
retina6. After removal of the natural lens, an
optical correction was fitted to focus visual
input (mean duration of deprivation, 118

days from birth; range, 62–187 days);
patients had had at least nine years of visual
experience after treatment before testing
and, when necessary, wore an additional
optical correction to focus the eyes at the
testing distance.

Compared with age-matched normal
subjects, the deprived patients distinguished
faces from the featural set normally, but
were significantly impaired for the configur-
al set of upright faces (Table 1). Performance
was not related to the duration of the depri-
vation for either set (P¤0.10; Fig. 1c).
There was no correlation between acuity
(range from 20/25 to 20/80 in the better eye;
median, 20/40) and patients’ accuracy on
either set (P¤0.10).

Our results indicate that visual experi-
ence during the first few months of life is
necessary for the normal development of
expert face processing. Because normal
infants have poor visual acuity7, their cortex
is exposed only to information of low spa-
tial frequency which, for faces, specifies the
global contour and location of features but
little of their detail8. This early information
sets up the neural architecture that will spe-
cialize in expert configural processing of
faces over the next 10–12 years9,10. When
visual input is delayed by as little as two
months, permanent deficits result.

Patients performed normally in a differ-
ent task requiring the discrimination of
geometric patterns based on the location of
an internal feature11. This suggests that
deficits in configural processing may be
restricted to the processing of faces, as
expected from evidence that normal adults
use separate systems for processing face and
non-face objects12,13.
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Table 1 Detection of facial configural and featural differences

Group N Mean age (range) Configural Featural

Upright Inverted Upright Inverted

Adults 26 19 (18–22) 80 (1.9) 63 (2.2) 80 (1.4) 81 (1.8)

Controls 14 14 (9–21) 81 (2.7) 59 (1.8) 79 (1.9) 80 (2.9)

Patients 14 14 (9–21) 62 (3.2) 55 (3.0) 80 (2.4) 78 (3.1)

Mean accuracy (per cent correct) and standard error are shown for detecting configural and featural differences in upright and inverted faces. There were 30
trials for each of the four conditions, which were presented in separate blocks. For adults, inversion decreased accuracy only for the configural set (significant
interaction between orientation and stimulus set (F1,25449.78, P*0.01), followed by analysis of simple effects (F1,27462.57, P*0.01)). Patients were
less accurate than controls (matched on age, gender, race and handedness) only for the upright configural set (significant interaction between group,
orientation and stimulus set (F1,2648.99, P*0.01), followed by analysis of simple effects (F1,26416.26, P*0.01)).

Figure 1 Measurement of configural versus featural processing.

Examples of stimuli from a, the configural set (created by moving

the eyes and mouth), and b, the featural set (created by replacing

the eyes and mouth). On each trial, one of the five possible faces

appeared for 200 ms, and following an interstimulus interval of

300 ms, a second face appeared until the subject used a joystick

to signal a ‘same’ or ‘different’ judgement. c, Patients’ perfor-

mance on the upright configural set plotted as a function of the

duration of deprivation from birth. Each circle represents the dif-

ference between the accuracy (per cent correct) of one patient

and his/her aged-matched control.
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